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Current context of the
Spanish Catholic Church
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The current Covid-19 pandemic has aggravated these circumstances to uncertainty and complexity. With this situation,
religious institutions aim to improve and develop their resources and increase formation towards these initiatives.

Religion has adapted to the pandemic in innovative ways (Campbell, 2020).



Youth

Analyze the online and offline practices of
youth faith formation with the goal of
cultivating a better understanding of the
young people current needs 

Leadership

Analyze the current scenario of religious
initiatives in leadership formation with the
goal to detect the real necessities
throughout the peninsula and so later on
these necessities can be tackled.

Objectives
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VMethodology

Netnography 

633

Surveys 

4 surveys

Interviews

23 interviews

Focus group

2 focus group



VI Main findings
youth 

Challenges

Context adaptation
Formation and professionalization
Internal and external coordination
Sustainable innitiatives
Lack of youth empowerment

A shared world's language
Lay people training
Coordination tools
Actions and strategies

Proposals



VII Main findings
leadership

The concept

Discernment leadership
Servant leadership

About:

These, in order to be effective, need to be combined with skills.

Idea that leadership can be learnt and therefore leaders can
be created.

There is inequality within dioceses
There is inequality within initiatives

We see:

In addition what we are seeing is that the concept
of leadership is one very ignored or little
approached, almost foreign.

The current findings



Youth

Holy Land Challenge, Calahorra 
y Calzada -Logroño.

VIII Best
practices  



Leadership
AUTEM, Solsona

IX Best
practices  
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A Church open to renewal:

"Let us ask the Lord to free the
Church from those who would

make her grow old, encase her in
the past, hold her back or keep

her at a standstill."

- Pope Francis

Christus Vivit
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Contact
Dr. Míriam Díez: miriamdb@blanquerna.url.edu 
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